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As a new day dawns, a young girl faces the ultimate challenge: school! Follow along as she

demonstrates her greatest superpower (sharing), overcomes her worst fear (the playground),and

conquers her archenemy (the spelling test).With courage, kindness, and other heroic traits of DC

Comics&apos; Wonder Woman, she&apos;ll turn a difficult school day into an AMAZING

ADVENTURE! Â  Along withÂ  Omar Lozano&apos;s Â bright, bold illustrations, bestselling author

Michael Dahl (Bedtime for Batman and Good Morning, Superman) delivers an imaginative

read-aloud for your littlest super heroes.
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Michael Dahl is the prolific author of the bestselling Goodnight, Baseball picture book and more than

200 other books for children and young adults. He has won the AEP Distinguished Achievement

Award three times for his nonfiction, a Teacher's Choice award from Learning magazine, and a Seal

of Excellence from the Creative Child Awards. And he has won awards for his board books for the

earliest learners, Duck Goes Potty and Bear Says "Thank You!" Dahl has written and edited

numerous graphic novels for younger readers, authored the Library of Doom adventure series, the



Dragonblood books, Trollhunters, and the Hocus Pocus Hotel mystery/comedy series. Dahl has

spoken at schools, libraries, and conferences across the US and the UK, including ALA, AASL, IRA,

and Renaissance Learning. He currently lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota in a haunted house.Omar

lives in Monterrey, Mexico. He has always been crazy for illustration, constantly on the lookout for

awesome things toÂ draw.Â In his free time,Â he watches lots of movies, reads fantasyÂ and sci-fi

books, and draws!Â Omar has worked for Marvel, DC, IDW, CapstoneÂ and several other

publishing companies.

This book is cute. Like Dahl's other superhero books, it compares a little girl to Wonder Woman. As

she prepares for her day at school and faces challenges on the playground and with her friends, the

little girl must be a star. I'd say this book is geared towards a slightly older audience than Bedtime

for Batman and Good Morning, Superman because it's focused on good behavior and being a

leader and not just the bedtime or morning routines.As with the other books in this "series," I

enjoyed the side-by-side comparisons of a normal girl and the superhero, Wonder Woman. The

comic book style of the Wonder Woman pages was great too. Comic book loving parents will enjoy

sharing this book with their children, ages 3-6.Blog: Mom's Radius

LOVE. Perfect "girl power" book for kids school/daycare fears or any superhero fan. All the books in

this series are great.

I thought this was going to be it's own story. It's just comparing a girl going to daycare to Wonder

Woman. 10/10 for diversity but 2/10 for creativity.

When I requested this book, it was shortly before I went to see the Wonder Woman movie. I wanted

to read this book because the art was very attractive for a picture book and I've been looking for

things to read to my son. I didn't realize at the time that this was part of a series from an author I'd

previously reviewed: Michael Dahl, author of Bedtime for Batman, which was a 4 star read for

me.What I like about Dahl's previous Batman book that carries over to his Wonder Woman book is

the parallel story between Wonder Woman and the little girl in the story. While Wonder Woman is

battling a super adversary, the main character is battling her own "adversaries": the first day of

school, sharing, being brave, meeting new people, etc.I also like the diversity of the children in the

schoolroom. There were several ethnicities represented.I'm not quite sure who all the DC characters

were except for the popular ones (Batgirl, Super Girl), which wasn't a huge issue, but a small insert



at the back with what their names are would've been appreciated as I don't think I'll be the only one

whose child asks "who is that?" and possibly not be able to come up with an answer.Now, while I

liked the parallel stories, I also felt that the text of the book felt a wee bit disjointed between the two.

I don't think that a child (the intended audience) will make as many of the connections between

Wonder Woman's actions and the little girl's without some explanation from whoever is reading to

them. It may well make for a good reading time experience, but for a young one to read on their

own, I'm not sure if they'll like the story so much as the bright and brilliantly stylized art.I received a

copy of this book from the publisher via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review.

It is a cute book, but my four year old didn't understand how Wonder Woman and the girl were

related. I mostly spent the book trying to answer questions about what they were doing and why. I

don't think she understood the moral of the story all.

'Be A Star, Wonder Woman!' by Michael Dahl with illustrations by Omar Lozano follows a young girl

through her day and also shows what Wonder Woman is up to. It's the third book in this DC

Superheroes series, and it's every bit as charming as the books featuring Batman and Superman.A

young girl starts her day by posing heroically, just like Wonder Woman. At preschool, she sees

some kids fighting over toys and proposes a peaceful solution. She faces her nemesis, a rope up to

a treehouse, out on the playground, and faces it with courage.These are fun picture books with

superheroes and the kids that want to act like them. The illustrations are fun as well.I received a

review copy of this ebook from Capstone Young Readers and NetGalley in exchange for an honest

review. Thank you for allowing me to review this ebook.

This book is engaging, catchy, and full of the positive affirmations we want to teach our kids. I

particularly loved the line about how heroes become heroes. Buy this book. It is one you will read

again and again.

Is your kiddo nervous about starting kindergarten? This is a great story for talking about what

happens at school and how to handle certain situations. We love this story!
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